Common Premium-Efficient Motor Misconceptions
1. Efficiency automatically equals savings.
Not necessarily; it depends on the application. The Department of Energy certifies
that a motor meets the "Premium" standard established by NEMA, based on that
motor’s ability to meet a certain efficiency level. And, that level is typically based
upon 80-100% loading with the motor connected to constant power source (i.e.
across the line). So purchasing a NEMA Premium motor from one manufacturer
will very likely give you a motor with basically the same efficiency as a NEMA
Premium motor purchased from another manufacturer.
If you only install a premium-efficient motor, you are not automatically saving
all the money you could be saving. There are multiple reasons why this might
be possible, as discussed below:
• Your new motor may only be a few percent more efficient than your
previous motor. Therefore, in cycling or intermittent duty applications, the
savings you recognize are so small that they are outweighed by the higher
cost of the new motor.
•

Your new motor may not be well-suited to saving energy in your type of
application, e.g. high-cycling applications.

•

Your new motor may be oversized for the application, yielding much less
efficiency than what the nameplate says.

•

Other parts of your drivetrain may be much less efficient, causing higherthan-necessary energy consumption from your efficient motor.

While a premium-efficient motor is important, it’s critical to evaluate your entire
drivetrain for efficiency and to realize that the motor is just a single part of the
overall equation.
2. Replacing my motor will give me the best bang for my buck.
It depends. A motor is only one component in the drivetrain (and, truth be told,
motors for some time have been comparatively efficient). Each component in
a system will inherently have some inefficiency, and these energy losses multiply
together to provide an overall system efficiency. Just one component with poor
efficiency will quickly drag down the rest of the system. Consider the following
theoretical example where every component has an almost-impossible efficiency
of 99%:

The Truth About Premium-Efficient Motors
1. The motor is only part of the efficiency equation.
As you have seen, a motor is at best one-sixth of the total energy loss potential
for an electro-mechanical drivetrain. And, what’s more, it typically isn't even
the most inefficient part. Mechanical devices, such as external transmission
elements, have far more inefficiencies than do electrical devices. So, look there
first to find your largest energy savings.
2. By revamping your entire drivetrain, you may actually be able to
use a smaller motor and save even more.
Right now, you are probably using a motor of a particular horsepower to
produce a certain output from your drivetrain. You may be pleasantly surprised
to find that, by upgrading your gearbox, drive, and external transmission
components, you will have gained enough efficiency that your motor power is
now higher than you actually need. Therefore, you may be able to save additional
costs by purchasing a lower horsepower motor. For example:
before: 50 HP load ÷ 53.5% efficiency = 93.5 HP (use 100 HP)
after:

50 HP load ÷ 72.5% efficiency = 69 HP (use 75 HP)

3. Motors are most efficient when integrated with other drivetrain
components from the same manufacturer.
Systems where the VFD, motor, and gearbox are all engineered by the same
company are by nature designed to work well together, eliminating unnecessary
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inefficiencies and allowing additional energy savings. For example, integrating

NEMA Premium motor

an SEW-Eurodrive DRP motor, helical-bevel gear unit, and VFD will provide
dramatically higher energy savings than simply replacing the motor.

• High performance 1 – 50HP
• Handles 1000-2000 cycles/hour

4. The motor must be well-suited to your application.

• Optional built-in encoder

Just placing a premium-efficient motor on the line may not automatically solve

• Integral brake available in 3 sizes

all your energy problems, even if all the other components are as efficient

• Compact integral gearmotor

as possible. Ensure that the specifications of the motor fit your application,

• Available with NEMA C-flange

especially if you have a high-cycling application that is greater than 10 to

• Rated for severe duty environments

30 cycles/hour. If so, use a premium efficient motor designed for such an

• Meets all global efficiency standards

application with an appropriately sized integral brake.
Also, where possible, use the smallest motor for the application so that it is
loaded near 80% and operates as close to it nameplate efficiency as possible.

5. Mechanical efficiencies matter, too.
Worm gear units, which are very common in the industry, have an efficiency range
of 50 to 88 percent, depending on the number of starts (teeth) on the worm gear, as
shown below.
number of starts

typical efficiency range

1			

50-69%

2			

70-79%

5			

80-88%

Their poor efficiency is due to sliding gear contact. Since sliding produces friction,
much of the energy is wasted through heat. Conversely, helical bevel gear units use
rolling friction, so they lose only 1.5% of efficiency for each stage. Thus, a three-stage
helical bevel gearbox is 95.5% efficient.
Although helical-bevel gear units are higher in initial cost, they will save money in
energy over the lifetime of the system. If you are an end-user, consider specifying
helical-bevel gear units the next time you purchase equipment for your plant. It is in
your best interest.
6. Gearmotors eliminate even more efficiency losses.
Gearmotors inherently yield tremendous increases in efficiency compared to the
average flexible transmission system. Since a gearmotor contains a motor that is
rigidly coupled and precisely aligned with the gear unit, the connection is nearly
100% efficient. By eliminating the friction and slippage associated with v-belts,
pulleys or chains, you can quickly yield a 12-15% increase in efficiency. You will
save even more on the replacement and maintenance of belts. And, don't forget
about safety...
7. Oil may be costing you.
Oil plays a role in energy savings because it creates heat as it churns inside a gear
unit. And, the amount of heat increases as the oil volume increases. Not only does
heat increase your energy bill, it also damages gears and seals. Excessive heat is
especially problematic for larger gear units - typically with an output shaft diameter
greater than 2.25".
Consider the following when designing or servicing your gear units:
• Mounting Position: The orientation of the gear unit determines the amount
of oil. M1 contains the least; M2 and M4 contain the most. Whenever
possible, design your system for M1.

